Automatic lyrics to polyphonic audio alignment is a challenging task not only because the vocals are corrupted by background music, but also there is a lack of annotated polyphonic corpus for effective acoustic modeling. In this work, we propose (1) using additional speech and music-informed features and (2) adapting the acoustic models trained on a large amount of solo singing vocals towards polyphonic music using a small amount of in-domain data. Incorporating additional information such as voicing and auditory features together with conventional acoustic features aims to bring robustness against the increased spectro-temporal variations in singing vocals. By adapting the acoustic model using a small amount of polyphonic audio data, we reduce the domain mismatch between training and testing data. We perform several alignment experiments and present an in-depth alignment error analysis on acoustic features, and model adaptation techniques. The results demonstrate that the proposed strategy provides a significant error reduction of word boundary alignment over comparable existing systems, especially on more challenging polyphonic data with long-duration musical interludes.
Introduction
The goal of an automatic lyrics-to-audio alignment algorithm is the time synchronization between the lyrics and the singing vocals with or without background music. It potentially enables various applications such as generating karaoke scrolling lyrics, music video subtitling, and music retrieval.
The task of lyrics-to-audio alignment is often seen as an extension of the speech-to-text alignment task. ASR systems have been used to force-align lyrics to singing vocals [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Singing voice, however, covers a much wider range of intrinsic variations than speech both in terms of timbre and fundamental frequencies [6] . One can reduce the mismatch between speech and singing signals by adapting the speech acoustic models with a small amount of singing data using maximum a posterior (MAP) or maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) [4, 5] . Mesaros et al. [4] used 49 fragments of songs, 20-30 seconds long, along with their manual transcriptions to adapt Gaussian mixture model (GMM)-hidden Markov model (HMM) speech models for singing. These studies provide a direction for solving the problem of lyrics alignment in music, but they suffer from a lack of lyrics annotated data.
Kruspe [7] and Dzhambazov [8] presented systems for the lyrics alignment challenge in MIREX 2017. The acoustic models in [7] were trained using 6,000 songs from the Smule's public solo-singing karaoke dataset called Digital Archive of Mobile Performances (DAMP) [9] . This dataset is collected via a karaoke app, therefore has no consistent recording condition, contains out-of-vocabulary words, and incorrectly pronounced words because of unfamiliar lyrics [5] . Moreover, the dataset does not have lyrics time annotation.
Gupta et al. [5] designed a semi-supervised algorithm to automatically obtain weak line-level lyrics annotation of a subset of approximately 50 hours of solo-singing DAMP data. They adapted DNN-HMM speech acoustic models to singing voice with this data, that showed 36.32% word error rate (WER) in a free-decoding experiment on short solo-singing test phrases from the same dataset. In [10] , these singing-adapted models were further enhanced to capture long duration vowels with a duration-based lexicon modification, that reduced the WER to 29.65%. However, acoustic models trained on solo-singing data result in a significant drop in performance when applied to singing vocals in the presence of background music 1 . Singing vocals are often highly correlated with the corresponding background music, resulting in overlapping frequency components [6] . The varied range of voice quality of artists combined with different types of musical instruments makes the problem of lyrics alignment highly challenging in polyphonic music.
To suppress the background accompaniment, some approaches have incorporated singing voice separation techniques as a pre-processing step [1, 4, 8, 11] . However, this step makes the system dependent on the performance of the singing voice separation algorithm, as the separation artifacts may make the words unrecognizable. Moreover, this requires a separate training setup for the singing voice separation system.
Recently, multiple researchers have explored data intensive approaches to lyrics-to-audio alignment. In MIREX 2018, Wang [12] presented a system that achieved a mean alignment error (AE) of 4.12 seconds on a standard test data for word alignment evaluation (Mauch's polyphonic dataset [2] ). They used 7,300 annotated English songs from KKBOX Inc.'s music library to train GMM-HMM models. Stoller et al. [13] presented an end-to-end system based on the Wave-U-Net architecture that predicts character probabilities directly from raw audio. The system was trained on more than 44,000 songs with line-level lyrics annotations from the Spotify's music library. They achieved an impressive 0.35s mean AE on the Mauch's dataset. However, end-to-end systems require a large amount of annotated training polyphonic music data to perform well as seen in [13] , while publicly available acoustic resources for polyphonic music are limited.
In this study, we explore the use of additional speech and music-informed features, along with the standard acoustic features during the acoustic model training for singing voice. In addition, we adapt an acoustic model trained on a large amount of solo singing vocals using a limited amount of annotated polyphonic data to reduce the domain mismatch. The aim is to investigate the performance of content-informed features and adaptation methods in capturing the spectro-temporal characteristics of singing voice in polyphonic music.
Speech and music-informed features
Speech and singing have many similarities because they share the underlying physiological mechanisms for production, such as articulatory movements in vocal production [14, 15] . Modern ASR systems use conventional acoustic features such as mel-scaled cepstral coefficients (MFCC) to capture the phonetic aspects in conjunction with speaker representations such as i-vectors [16] to capture speaker information. These features have been widely used for various MIR tasks such as genre classification, artist, and song identification [17] [18] [19] . However, the acoustic characteristics of singing and speech also differ in many ways, such as pitch range, vibrato, and phoneme duration [20, 21] . Moreover, the presence of different kinds of musical accompaniments, along with singing vocals, constitute additional frequency components in the music signal, that may render the lyrics unrecognizable [6] . We hypothesize that including additional speech and music informed low-level descriptors for acoustic modeling of sung lyrics will result in improved lyrics-to-audio alignment. Low-level descriptors provide discriminatory information about the temporal variations of the background music and the transitions between sung phonemes and notes, in addition to the timbral information provided by the conventional MFCC features.
The open-source feature extractor called OpenSMILE (or Open Speech and Music Interpretation by Large-space Extraction) [22] unites feature extraction algorithms from the speech processing and the MIR communities. It provides various audio low-level descriptors (LLD) that have been widely used for emotion recognition in speech [23] , as well as for summarization [24] , mood classification [25] , and singing quality assessment [26] in music. In this work, we have divided these features into five feature groups, namely voicing (V), energy (E), auditory (A), spectral (S), and chroma (C), as described in Table 1 .
As indicated in early studies in speech-music discrimination [27, 28] , the distribution of the first differential of pitch in singing voice shows a high concentration around zero delta pitch corresponding to steady notes. A similar behavior is observed for the delta amplitude as well. Also, large changes in pitch are observed in singing corresponding to transition between notes. These aspects are covered by the voicing and energy feature groups.
Singing vocals in presence of background music or chorus is similar to speech in the presence of noise. Relative spectra (RASTA) [29] is a filtered representation of an audio signal that is robust to additive and convolutional noise. It essentially suppresses the spectral components that change more quickly or slowly compared to the typical range of speaking rate. Therefore, the auditory feature group is expected to be robust to background music and chorus.
Spectral group of features represent the "musical surface" which denote the characteristics of music related to texture, timbre and instrumentation, as coined by Tzanetakis et al. [30] . The statistics of the distribution of various spectral descriptors such as spectral centroid, flux, energy over time represent the musical surface for pattern recognition purposes.
Chroma features have been used previously for tasks such as cover song identification, and music audio classification [31] . These features consist of a 12-element vector with each dimension representing the intensity associated with a particular musical semitone. While spectral features such as MFCCs represent the timbral characteristics, chroma features reflect the harmonic and melodic content of the music signal, and are shown to provide information independent of the spectral features [31] . 
Model adaptation for domain mismatch
Our goal is to build a framework to automatically align lyrics to the polyphonic music audio. With an acoustic model trained on solo-singing data, we can adapt the model towards the test data in two ways: (a) by making the test data closer to the trained solo-singing acoustic models by applying vocal separation on polyphonic test data, (b) by adapting the acoustic models to polyphonic data. In [11] , the former approach was explored. But source separation algorithms are known to introduce artifacts in the extracted vocal, thus the pipeline gets dependent on the reliability of the source separation algorithm. In this work, we investigate the latter approach, i.e. adapting the acoustic model using a small amount of in-domain polyphonic data to reduce the domain mismatch. Model adaptation is achieved by initializing the hidden layers using the neural network acoustic model trained on the solo-singing data and retraining this model by performing extra forward-backward passes only using the available polyphonic training data for a small number of epochs and possibly with a smaller learning rate. As discussed earlier, acoustic modeling of singing vocals in the presence of background music is constrained by a lack of lyrics annotated data. Recently, a multimodal DALI dataset [32] was introduced, that consists of 5,000+ polyphonic songs with note annotations and weak word-level, line-level, and paragraph-level lyrics annotations. It was created with a set of initial manual annotations of time-aligned lyrics made by nonexpert users of Karaoke games, where the audio was not available. The corresponding audio candidates were then retrieved from the web, and an iterative method of obtaining a large-scale lyrics annotated polyphonic music data was proposed. However, the reliability of these lyrics annotations have not been verified. The authors have released 105 songs as the groundtruth data, where the annotations are manually checked and corrected. In this work, we make use of this ground-truth data for domain adaptation.
Experimental setup
We conduct two sets of experiments to study the impact of our proposed acoustic modeling strategies for lyrics alignment: (1) we first assess the effect of the speech and music informed features on lyrics alignment in solo-singing, and (2) then we investigate the effects of these features in polyphonic music lyrics alignment, along with model adaptation techniques. In this section, we detail the datasets used for the experiments, acoustic model architecture, the system configurations, and evaluation metrics for assessing the quality of the boundaries.
Datasets
All datasets used in the experiments are summarized in Table  2 . The training data for solo-singing acoustic modeling is approximately 50 hours of the DAMP dataset [5, 9 ] that has weak line-level lyrics transcription. We use the DALI ground-truth data for domain adaptation of the acoustic models to the poly- We evaluated our alignment systems on two datasets -7 songs 3 from the Hansen's a capela and polyphonic datasets [33] , and 20 songs of the Mauch's polyphonic dataset [2] . These datasets were used in the MIREX lyrics alignment challenges of 2017 and 2018. These datasets consist of Western pop songs with manually annotated word-level boundaries. We tune our model adaptation scheme on the DALI-dev set, and also report alignment results on the DALI-test set.
ASR architecture
The ASR system used in these experiments is trained using the Kaldi ASR toolkit [34] . A context dependent GMM-HMM system is trained with 40k Gaussians using 39 dimensional MFCC features including the deltas and delta-deltas to obtain the alignments for neural network training. The frame rate and length are 10 and 25 ms, respectively. A factorized time-delay neural network (TDNN-F) model [35] with additional convolutional layers (2 convolutional, 10 time-delay layers followed by a rank reduction layer) was trained according the standard Kaldi recipe (version 5.4). An augmented version of the solo-singing training data described in Section 4.1 is created by reducing (x0.9) and increasing (x1.1) the speed of each utterance [36] . This augmented training data is used for training the neural networkbased acoustic model. The default hyperparameters provided in the standard recipe were used and no hyperparameter tuning was performed during the acoustic model training. The baseline acoustic model is trained using 40-dimensional MFCCs as acoustic features that are combined with i-vectors [37] . During the training of the neural network [38] , the frame subsampling rate is set to 3 providing an effective frame shift of 30 ms. A duration-based modified pronunciation lexicon is employed which is detailed in [10] .
System configurations
The baseline acoustic model (C1) is trained on solo-singing DAMP subset-train with the 40-dimensional MFCCs and 100-dimensional i-vectors. To test the performance of the additional features, extracted using OpenSMILE toolbox [22] , we append the five feature groups with a total dimension of 154 to the 140-dimensional baseline feature vector (C2). We also analyse the contribution of each feature group by appending only one feature subset, eg. C2-V, C2-A, C2-E etc. We adapt the baseline model with the vocal-extracted DALI-train data (C3, C4), and polyphonic DALI-train data (C5, C6). We use the state-of-theart implementation of the Wave-U-Net based audio source separation [39] for vocal extraction from the polyphonic audio.
Evaluation metrics
Mean AE is the absolute error or deviation in seconds from the predicted to the true word start times, averaged over all words in a dataset. Previous studies have reported this metric, but mean AE is affected drastically by outliers. Therefore, to gauge the distribution of alignment errors, we also present median (Med.), standard deviation (Std.) of the absolute boundary errors. Moreover, we measure the percentage of hypothesized word boundaries that are within an acceptable tolerance interval around the ground-truth boundary (i.e. %Correct or %C). Observing the range of average word durations in Table 2 , we set this acceptable tolerance interval as approximately half the average duration of words, i.e. the percentage of word-start boundaries within 250 ms of the ground-truth. 5. Results and discussion
Performance on solo-singing
In the first set of experiments, we explore the effect of each of the speech and music informed feature groups combined with MFCCs and i-vectors. The alignment results provided by different feature configurations on the Hansen's solo-singing dataset is shown in Table 4 . Training the solo-singing acoustic models with the additional features reduces the average boundary error from 200 ms to 130 ms, while the standard deviation and the %C also improve. We also observe that the auditory and the spectral feature groups individually contribute to the improved performance. Many songs in this solo-singing dataset contain chorus sections, where other singers and the main singer may sing different lyrics at the same time. The robust RASTA features in auditory group is observed to be helpful in such cases. Moreover, the individual groups perform worse than their combination, which implies that the groups provide exclusive information that complement each other.
Performance on polyphonic audio
To reduce the domain mismatch between solo-singing acoustic models and the polyphonic test data, we adopt three approaches: (a) vocal extraction of the polyphonic test data, as done in previous studies [4, 7, 11] , (b) adapt the models with vocal extracted polyphonic data, and (c) adapt the models with polyphonic data. We used DALI-train for adaptation, and DALI-dev to optimize the alignment performance (mean AE) by adjusting the initial learning rate (LR) and the number of epochs, as shown in Table 5 . We choose the setting that performs the adaptation using the same initial LR within a single epoch as it gives the best performance on the development set. The best result reported on the DALI-test set is also obtained using this setting. Please note that the DALI-test data contains short lines or utterances of 3-10s, which is different from the other test sets in which the entire song of 2-3 mins. is given to the system. The short duration of the DALI-test set results in relatively smaller mean AE values. Table 6 summarizes the performance of solo-singing models (C1, C2) and adapted models with extracted vocals (C3, C4) with and without the additional features on the vocal extracted Hansen-poly and Mauch-poly test datasets. We observe that model adaptation does only a slight difference in the performance (cf. C1, C3), but the additional features improve the performance by a large margin (cf. C1, C2). MFCC features are known to be sensitive to background noise [40] . So, domain adaptation with the extracted vocals containing distortion and artifacts is a possible reason for the poor performance of the adapted models. On the other hand, the additional features are designed to be robust to noise, thus improving the performance. Table 7 shows the lyrics alignment performance of the unadapted (C1, C2) and polyphonic data adapted (C5, C6) acoustic models on the Hansen-poly and Mauch-poly data. The poor performance of the solo-singing models (C1, C2) on polyphonic data is expected due to domain mismatch. But here, the domain adaptation (C5, C6) gives a considerable improvement in performance. A comparison of Table 6 and 7 shows that domain adaptation without vocal extraction performs better. This suggests that domain adaptation with a small amount of polyphonic data helps the acoustic model capture the spectro-temporal variations of singing vocals, which offers a simple, but effective solution in scenarios with limited polyphonic singing data. One main difference between the Hansen's and Mauch's datasets is that the songs in the Mauch's dataset are rich in longduration musical interludes that have no singing vocals, while Hansen's has only a few of such interludes. We observe that the content-informed features and domain adaptation help to improve the boundaries next to these long interludes. Thus, the improvement in alignment performance is more evident in the Mauch's dataset, than in the Hansen's dataset.
On vocal-extracted polyphonic test data

On polyphonic test data (without vocal extraction)
Although the mean AE of the boundaries is more than a second, the median of errors is less than 180 ms for the best performing systems. A comparison of the boundary error distribution of C1 on extracted vocals, and C6 on polyphonic data ( Figure 1) shows a large increase in the number of boundaries towards zero error, for both the datasets. This also means that the there are hypothesized boundaries that are far away from the the true boundaries, that needs to be investigated in future.
Comparison with existing literature
In Table 8 , we compare our best results with the past studies, and find that our strategy provides better results than all previous work, except for the end-to-end system [13] . An end-to-end system requires a large amount of data for reliable output which we do not have access to. Our proposed strategies show a way to fuse knowledge-driven and data-driven methods to address the problem of lyrics-to-audio alignment in a low-resourced setting.
Conclusions
In this study, we discuss two strategies to obtain improved acoustic modeling for the task of lyrics-to-audio alignment. Particularly, we propose to (1) employ additional features with speech-and music-related information together with conventional MFCCs, and (2) adapt solo-singing acoustic model using small amount of in-domain polyphonic data. We validated the robustness of these features to background music and ability to capture the spectro-temporal variations in polyphonic singing vocals. The alignment experiments demonstrate that applying the described strategies reduces the mean AE to 1.9s on the Mauch's dataset which is better than all results reported in the MIREX lyrics alignment challenge.
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